CIVIC EDUCATION NEEDS YOU!
VOLUNTEER FOR WE THE PEOPLE

We the People is an authentic Constitutional and civic learning program. We the People advances understanding of American democracy, including the Constitution and the Bill of Rights.

A simulated congressional hearing elevates students into rising scholars. Students “testify” with a prepared response and enter conversation with a panel of civics experts and leaders. We the People is the best of both student-centered pedagogy and Constitutional scholarship. Units of study include:

- Unit One: What Are the Philosophical and Historical Foundations of the American Political System?
- Unit Two: How Did the Framers Create the Constitution?
- Unit Three: How Has the Constitution Been Changed to Further the Ideals Contained in the Declaration of Independence?
- Unit Four: How Have the Values and Principles Embodied in the Constitution Shaped American Institutions and Practices?
- Unit Five: What Rights Does the Bill of Rights Protect?
- Unit Six: What Challenges Might Face American Constitutional Democracy in the Twenty-First Century?

Volunteers are needed to assess and encourage developing young Constitutional minds and facilitate the hearings!

Date:
State Finals and Showcase:
Friday, January 7, 2022
Virtual via Zoom

Volunteer Opportunities:
- Judges across six units of Constitutional Study
- Zoom Facilitators
- Time Keepers

Learn More About Civic Education Program Possibilities with MCCE!

Learn More & Sign Up Here
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